Kovach_English 6th Period_Off-Site Learning Packet Day 1
Name_______________________________
You may write your answers on a separate document for this blizzard bag assignment.
Part I: Fact or Opinion – Write whether these sentences are facts or opinions.
1. _______________ Many children have parties on their birthdays.
2. _______________ Evan did a great job on the English test.
3. _______________ A bus is a fun way to travel.
4. _______________ 4 x 5 = 20
5. _______________ We had a great time at the lake last weekend.
6. _______________ My homework is to solve the twelve problems at the end of the chapter.
7. _______________ New Year’s Day is the most important holiday of the year.
8. _____ Which sentence is a fact? A. The colors in that room are too bright. B. Emma got the highest
grade on the test. C. Our team is the best.
9. _____ Which sentence is a fact? A. Travis went to get a paper towel. B. This pillow is so much softer
than yours. C. Swimming is more fun that running.
10. _____ Which sentence is an opinion? A. William wore a red necktie to the meeting on Monday. B.
This is the best puppy in the world. C. My teacher is a female.
11. _____ You are driving too fast. A. fact B. opinion
12. _____ This copier doesn’t ever turn on. A. fact B. opinion
13. _____ The plane will stop in Chicago to refuel.
A. fact B. opinion
14. _____ Fireworks are a lot of fun to watch. A. fact B. opinion
15. _____ English is so much better than science. A. fact B. opinion
Part II: Proper Nouns
Capitalize what needs to be capitalized in the following sentences (proper nouns).
1. ask mr. green if he knows where ravenna is.
2. hurricane andrew did great damage to the city of miami.
3. the white sox is a baseball team from chicago.
4. when he visited oregon, travis was amazed at the size of the trees.
5. uncle mark and i went to see a movie.

6. my son, david, arrived in seattle on thursday.

Rewrite each sentence to use the correct capitalization.
1. richard’s credit card company, citibank, suspended his account . (2 fixes)
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. did you know that president clinton was elected for two terms? (3 fixes)
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. the price of gasoline is higher in europe than it is in mexico. (3 fixes)
_____________________________________________________________________________

